
Answer: Manage your COI process.
What do we mean by Risk Bullseye? 

Every company is a target for a certain level of risk 
when doing business. There are unforeseen and 
unnecessary risks as well. The Starr Group has a 
way to shrink your company’s Risk Bullseye by 
automating your Certificate of Insurance (COI) 
collection process. It just makes sense for your 
business to utilize CTrax.

REQUIRED COVERAGES REFLECTED? 73% 
of all COIs do not reflect the required coverages and/
or limits parties agreed to — and need — for both you 
AND all your subcontractors.

CENTRALIZED AND SELF-MANAGED! 
Save time with an automated email sent to your subs. 
Optical scanners match their COI to your desired 
requirements. If the COI is incorrect, it shares via email 
with the sub what is wrong until CTrax receives a correct 
COI — you are not involved.
 

MUNDANE MISTAKES? The task of collecting 
these documents is mundane and very inefficient. The 
sheer number of these types of interactions significantly 
opens businesses to more probable mistakes.

WHO’S DOING THE JOB? Employee turn-
over, untrained workers, or diminished diligence over 
time opens the door to errors in COI management. 
Automating the process leaves nothing to chance!

ARE YOU AN “ADDITIONAL INSURED”? 
Too many times, one of our customers should have 
been listed as an additional insured on their negligent 
subs’ policy and they were not. 

COMPLIANT WITH CONTRACT 
REQUIREMENTS! Each subcontrator will be charged 
$25 and have 10 days to have their COI issued 
correctly as per your specs — until they get it right. 
If it is not correct in the 10-day window, they will be 
charged another $25. To expedite matters, you may 
choose to pay on behalf of your sub. CTrax can invoice 
you versus the sub.

APPROPRIATE RISK TRANSFER? Few 
companies get COIs of their facility vendors — HVAC, 
Lawncare, etc. — that may perform work at their 
company. Even if they do, COIs NEVER transfer risk 
appropriately.    

REDUCE INSURANCE COSTS! We know very 
well how to negotiate on your behalf. An insurance 
underwriter may have an increased appetite for your 
business when we share your automated, dogmatic 
approach to risk transfer! 

CTrax is designed to handle the details you don’t 
know, forget to ask about, or are not properly staffed to 
execute. This program would alleviate that risk. 

Let’s talk today to discuss this opportunity!
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